By using a convergent beam system and the fully leaky guided mode technique the switch-on dynamics of an 180°supertwisted nematic have been studied. Using the Ericksen-Leslie theory and analyzing the guided mode data taken from the cell, the director structure in the cell at different times during switch-on is obtained. For three different applied voltages it is found that the switch-on time is strongly dependent on the applied field-the higher voltage corresponds to faster switching, with no evidence of backflow. A delay at the beginning of the switch-on process has been found and explored for different applied fields. This leads to a suggestion for increasing the switch-on speed of such devices by 25%.
By using a convergent beam system and the fully leaky guided mode technique the switch-on dynamics of an 180°supertwisted nematic have been studied. Using the Ericksen-Leslie theory and analyzing the guided mode data taken from the cell, the director structure in the cell at different times during switch-on is obtained. For three different applied voltages it is found that the switch-on time is strongly dependent on the applied field-the higher voltage corresponds to faster switching, with no evidence of backflow. A delay at the beginning of the switch-on process has been found and explored for different applied fields. This leads to a suggestion for increasing the switch-on speed of such devices by 25%. The supertwisted nematic device (the director twist angle in the cell is more than 90°) (STN) has been widely used in portable and notebook computer displays. This is primarily because this device has wider viewing angle and faster electro-optic response, which greatly overcome the disadvantages of the twisted nematic (TN) cell, and is very suitable for high information content displays. The dynamics during switching are important. The Ericksen-Leslie theory, 1-3 developed in the 1960's, later simplified by Berreman and van Doorn, 4, 5 is the foundational work concerning dynamic effects in nematic liquid crystal. This theory is still very widely used. There also exist a number of experimental studies 6-8 on liquid crystal dynamics, including the most significant experiments confirming the theoretically predicted "backflow" in a TN cell during switch-off from a strong external electric field. 6, 7 However, almost all the experiments [6] [7] [8] [9] have been based on simple transmission or reflection observations, and as such the signals from the liquid crystal cell are an integrated response, that is, the changes of the director profile in the cell during the switching process cannot be examined in detail. Only recently, using a convergent-beam optical guided-wave technique [10] [11] [12] [13] have the details of the director profile in liquid crystal cells during switching been unambiguously obtained.
In this work the convergent beam system is used to investigate the switch-on dynamics of a 180°STN cell, filled with a chiral material. Using multilayer optics modeling, the director profiles in the cell at different times are analyzed and compared with predictions based on the Ericksen-Leslie theory. A few ms delay of the director change at the beginning of the switch has been found. A potential method for an increase in speed of some 25% of such liquid crystal devices is proposed.
The liquid crystal cell comprises two low index, indium tin oxide coated, glass plates, on top of which are surface aligning layers of rubbed polyimide. The plates are assembled together with 6.0 m spacers in between. The angle between the rubbing directions of the upper and lower plates is 180°, forming a left-handed 180°STN cell. The cell is filled with a liquid crystal mixture of ZLI-5100-000 and ZLI-5100-100, to which was also added a small quantity of a dopant ZLI-811 to help the formation of a uniform structure in the cell. The pitch of the material is 14.29 m.
The cell is inserted between the two glass hemispheres, optical contact being achieved with matching fluid. This complete assembly is then placed so that the center of the sample is at the focus of the convergent laser beam. A schematic is given in Fig. 1 . The He-Ne laser beam, of wavelength 632.8 nm, is collimated into a less-coherent parallel beam of diameter about 5 cm by using diffusers and beam expander. 10, 11 This collimated beam passes through a polarizer, a horizontal slit aperture, and a pair of converging lenses, being focused to a spot at the center of the cell to be studied. Both reflectivity and transmissivity signals from the cell are recorded through a polarizer by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera (DALSA).
In order to obtain more sensitive data to the director profile in the cell it is first set such that the rubbing direction has an angle of about 45°with the incident plane, and then we chose the incident angular region of the fully leaky guided modes from 60°up to 78°by setting the angle between the central axis of the convergent beam and the cell normal to be 70°. A 0. Using multilayer optical theory 13 to fit the reflection and transmission data, the full director profile and the material parameters of the different layers in the cell are obtained. For no applied field the optical parameters of the different layers are first found. The optical permittivities of the liquid crystal mixture are Ќ = 2.238+ i 0.0005, ʈ = 2.694+ i 0.0001 with the thickness of the liquid crystal layer being 5.76 m. The director uniformly twists through the whole cell from the top to the bottom through an angle of 180°with surface tilts of about 1.0°on both surfaces. The elastic constants and the dielectric permittivities of the liquid crystal mixture are obtained by fitting the data, taken after stabilization with the applied fields. Based on the Frank-Oseen elasticity theory, this gives K 11 From these fits the change of the director structure during the switch-on process are obtained. They are shown in Fig. 4 for different times after switching-on to 6.8 V. It is found that at the beginning of the switch-on the behavior of the director twist is similar to that happening in a TN cell. 14 During the initial 4 ms the director twists linearly in the cell, the same as the original state. However at ϳ5 ms this twist profile suddenly changes to a dramatically different form. During intermediate times ͑5-6 ms͒ the director twists become concentrated near to the surface of the cell (as found for a 90°twist cell 14 ), and in a region of the cell center the director twist is uniform with only the director tilt varying. After 7 ms the director twist has a tendency to return to linearity. Then after about 9 ms the director twist profile changes to become much as that found in the cell with the steady applied field.
It is also worthwhile examining the change of the director tilt during the switch-on process. At the beginning of the switch-on (within about 2 ms) the director tilt undergoes little change (less than 3.5°). Correspondingly inspection of the fitted guided mode ͑T ss ͒ structures (Fig. 5) shows clearly that within the first 2 ms there is only very small change in the guided mode structure. However, after some 2 ms the guided modes start to show significant change due to a big change in the director tilt (see Fig. 4 ). This means that the change of the liquid crystal structure mainly occurs between 3 and 5 ms. Variation of the director tilt in the middle of the cell with time also shows this delay effect. This means that for this initial delay period the optical response of the cell is almost unchanged. There are approximately 2, 4, and 8 ms delays at the beginning for switching-on to 6.8, 4.7, and 2.8 V, respectively. Comparing with the whole switch-on time this cannot be neglected.
If this delay can be eliminated, the switch-on will of course be faster. For example, if the cell is initially set in a small applied field (maybe 1.5 V), instead of zero then, after switching to a higher voltage, the above delay would be removed, and the switch time is substantially reduced. From theoretical modeling for switching-on to 6.8 and 4.7 V through the cell the switch-on times would then be about 7 and 16 ms, which is about 25% shorter. So this delay effect may be overcome to improve the switch-on speed of this type of liquid crystal device.
In conclusion, using the convergent beam system together with the fully leaky guided mode technique it has been possible to examine in detail the director switch-on process of an 180°STN cell. The approximation of Berreman and van Doorn of the Ericksen-Leslie theory accords well with the data taken from the cell. The switch-on process for different applied voltages has been analyzed and the voltage dependence of the response time explored. The behavior of the director twist in the STN cell during switch-on is similar to that of a 90°TN cell. It is found that the initiation of director tilt during the dynamical process causes a delay effect. This leads to a suggestion for speeding up such supertwisted devices.
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